Abstract : Mobile adhoc networks (MANETS) 
Figure 1. Mobile Adhoc Network
Communication in the MANETs is broken down into series of layer. Each layer has specific functions. This hierarchical structure is modeled in such a manner that each layer isolates the layer above it from the rest of the protocol stack. The benefit of this is that, as technology advances the lower layers can be replaced, without affecting the upper layers as long as the interface between layers remains constant [15] [16] . The hierarchy uses encapsulation to provide the abstraction of protocol and services [15] . Figure 2 shows the typical protocol stack of a network.
Application layer: This layer provides the interface and support service to the user. It encodes the data being sent and make sure that data format is understandable by the recipient. Various higher level protocols like HTTP, FTP, TFTP, TELNET, and SNTP operate at this layer [15] .
Transport layer: This provides process to process interaction. It split the data into chunks called data packets and adds the packet number. Each packet contains the port number depending upon the application being used. TCP and UDP protocol operates at this layer [15] .
Network layer: Also called as internet layer. This layer has the task of providing route to the datagrams. Various routing protocols like AODV, DSDV, TORA, etc. are used to route the datagrams. Protocols like ICMP, IP are also used at this layer.
Figure 2. Protocol Stack
Data link layer: It attaches the MAC address of the sender and the recipient, allowing the packets to be directed to specific network interface on the IP Address host machine [15] .
Physical layer: This is the lowest layer and consists of the basic networking hardware technologies [15] . It provides the procedural, mechanical and electrical interface to the transmission medium.
II. MAC SUBLAYER
Data link layer has two sublayer -LLC and MAC [9] [15]. Logical Link Control sublayer provides multiplexing mechanisms that help several other protocols to coexist. It also provides flow control and ARQ error management mechanisms [16] .
MAC sublayer is the interface between the LLC and the physical layer. MAC contains the mechanism that regulates the channel access. MAC is like traffic guard which gives directions that how mobile node will access the medium with minimum packet collision and delay in transmission [9] [15] . MAC Protocols are the most important factor which determines the performance of a MANET [16] .
To regulate the user access to medium is very crucial aspect of the MANETS. Radio medium is open shared medium [7] , it not possible to have separate communication lines; this causes media access problems.
Problems at MAC layer:
Due to decentralized control and wireless channel characteristics, MAC faces hidden and exposed terminal problem [1] .
Hidden Terminal Problem: The hidden terminal problem was first mentioned by Kleinrock and Tobagi. Hidden nodes are those nodes that are not in the range of sender but are in the range of receiver [2] . Due to these hidden nodes, collision of packets occurs at receiver. The probability of collision of packets is directly proportional to the number of terminals hidden from the sender [1] [9] [10] .
To illustrate this hidden terminal problem, lets us take three nodes Sender (A), Destination (B), Hidden terminal(X). Now consider the transmission range of these nodes. Destination B is within the transmission range of A and X. A is in the transmission range of B but not X. X is in the transmission range of B but not in the transmission range of A. That means that both A and X is hidden from each other. Now, let A want to send some data packets to B. A will sense the medium and if it is free, it will send the packets to B. But, at the same time, suppose, X also want to send the packets to the B, he will also sense the medium, and will also find medium free (as A transmission is outside its range) [10] [12] . X will also start sending packets to B. But, this simultaneous transmission of packet by X will cause packet collision at B. This collision occurred because of hidden terminal X, which was in the range of B (receiver) but not in the range of A (sender).
Figure 3. Hidden Terminal
Exposed Terminal Problem: Exposed terminal are those terminals that are within the range of sender, but are not in the range of receiver [2] . As these exposed terminals are within the range of sender, they face a delay in transmission to another node, due to the transmission of nearby node [9] . The probability of unsuccessful transmission is proportional to the number of exposed terminals [1] [10] .
To illustrate this exposed terminal problem let us take nodes Sender (B), Destination (A), Exposed terminal(Y). Now consider the transmission range of these nodes. Destination B is within the transmission range of A and Y. A is in the transmission range of B but not Y. Y is in the transmission range of B and K but not in the transmission range of A. Now, suppose B is sending data packets to A. And the exposed terminal Y wants to send the data packet to another node (let it be K) which is outside the range of A and B, but is within the range of Y. So, Y will sense the medium and will find it busy (as communication is going between A and B) and will therefore postpone its transmission. But this delay is unnecessary as A is outside the interference range of Y. Collision at B does not matter as the collision is too weak to propagate to A. In this case, Y is exposed to B [10] [12].
Figure 4. Exposed Terminal
The hidden and exposed terminal problem is more pronounced in wireless networks. The collision of packet and unsuccessful transmission severely affect the performance of higher layer schemes like network congestion and routing maintenance [3] . MAC schemes for wired networks (CSMA/CD) often get fail in wireless networks because in wireless strength of the signal decreases proportionally with the square of distance [7] [9] [12] . So, there was the need for specialised MAC protocol for wireless networks [9] [12].
III. MAC PROTOCOLS
A MAC protocol plays a crucial role in determining the throughput, efficiency, delay, energy efficiency of a network [3] . The various MAC protocols which help in mitigating the hidden and exposed terminal effect are discussed below:
BTMA (Busy Tone Multiple Access): It was the first protocol to combat the hidden terminal problem of Mobile adhoc network. The transmission channel is divided into -one for the data and other for the busy tone signal. When a node wants to transmit data to another node, it firstly senses the medium and check whether the busy tone is active. If it is active it will wait for some random time and then will retry. If busy tone is inactive, it will turn on the busy tone signal and sends the data. The limitation of BTMA is that it uses the different channel to show the busyness [17] [18] .
SRMA (Split Channel Multiple Access):
The first protocol that was based on the RTS/CTS handshake mechanism was SRMA. In SRMA, the sender by using ALOHA or CSMA decide when to sends the RTS (ready-to-send) to the destination. And, the destination response back by the CTS (clear-to-send), which tell the sender, when to start the transmission [17] [18] .
MACA (Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance): This protocol was proposed by Karn. It uses three way handshake i.e RTS-CTS-DATA. RTS (ready-to-send) and CTS (Clear-to-send) are two short signaling packets. If a node A wants to transmit to node B, it first sends an RTS (ready-to-send) packet to B, RTS will also indicate the length of the data transmission that would later follow. If B receives this RTS packet, it returns CTS (Clear-to-send) packet to A, CTS will also contains the expected length of the data to be transmitted. When A receives the CTS, it immediately commences transmission of the actual data to B. The key idea of the MACA scheme is that any neighboring node that overhears a CTS packet has to defer its own transmissions, until the data transmission is complete [8] [12] .
In a hidden terminal scenario, X will not hear the RTS sent by A, but it would hear the CTS sent by B. Accordingly, C will defer its transmission during A"s data transmission. Similarly, in the exposed terminal situation, Y would hear the RTS sent by B, but not the CTS sent by A. Therefore, C will consider itself free to transmit during B"s transmission. MACA is as RTS and CTS packets are significantly shorter than the actual data packets, and therefore collisions among them are less expensive compared to collisions among the longer data packets [12] .
MACAW(Multiple Access with collision Avoidance for wireless):
In order to overcome the weaknesses of MACA, Bharghavan proposed MACA for Wireless (MACAW) scheme that uses a five step RTS-CTS-DS-DATA-ACK exchange [6] [8] [12] .
Suppose node A has to send data to node B. Node A initiates the process by sending a RTS (Request to Send) frame to node B. The destination node (node B) replies with a CTS (Clear to send) frame. After receiving CTS, node A sends data. After successful reception, node B replies with an acknowledgement frame (ACK). Before sending a long DATA frame, node A sends a short Data Sending frame (DS), which provides information about the length of the DATA frame. Any node (node C) overhearing a CTS frame refrains from sending data to B, until the transmission between A and B is complete. Both the RTS and CTS frames contain information about the length of the DATA frame. Hence a node uses that information to estimate the time for the data transmission completion [9] .
The use of acknowledgment packet (ACK) in MACAW provides better error recovery at the data link layer. The acknowledgment packets are returned from the receiver to the sender when the data reception is completed. MACAW achieves significantly better throughput as compared to MACA. However, it could not fully solve the hidden and exposed terminal problems of MANETs [12] .
FAMA-NCS (Floor acquisition multiple access-Non Persistent Carrier):
FAMA-NCS is the single channel protocol that guarantees that a single sender is able to send the data packets to the receiver without any collision [8] . FAMA provide collision avoidance both at the sender as well at the receiver. It allows the transmitting station to acquire the control of floor (channel) [8] . In order to acquire the floor FAMA uses three way handshake RTS/CTS/DATA. Sender uses non-persistent carrier sensing to send RTS to the receiver. And, if the receiver is free, it sends the CTS to the sender, the CTS of the receiver lasts much longer than the RTS of the sender which serve as the "busy tone". This busy tone forces the hidden nodes to back off, thus allowing the collision free data to arrive at receiver [12] .
DBTMA (Dual Busy tone Multiple Access):
This protocol is the extension of the BTMA scheme [4] . Two channels are used. One is data channel and other control channel. Data channel is for the data packet transmissions, and a control channel is used for control packet transmissions (RTS and CTS packets) and also for transmitting the busy tones. RTS packet is used to initiate channel request. Two busy tones are used to protect the RTS and CTS. One of the busy tones is set by the sender and is used to protect the RTS packet. And another busy tone set by the receiver is used to protect the CTS of the receiver and to provide the protection for the incoming data packets. Other nodes in the vicinity that overhears any of these busy tones defer their transmission [4] [8] .
DE-FACTO MAC PRTOCOL IEEE 802.11 DCF:
IEEE adopted first wireless LAN standard, IEEE 802.11, in 1997. Since then various extensions of IEEE 802.11 have developed. IEEE 802.11 has two modes -PCF and DCF. PCF (Point coordination function) is for the infrastructure network while DCF (Distributed coordination function) is for the adhoc networks [6] . It is basically a combination of CSMA/CA and MACA [12] . It performs physical carrier sensing as like CSMA and also virtual carrier sensing by using NAV (Network allocation vector) [11] . NAV is a timer which is maintained by every node that will be affected by the transmission [12] [13]. Figure 5 . IEEE 802.11 DCF IEEE 802.11 DCF uses four way handshake i.e. RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK. RTS and CTS are two short control messages that resolve the data packet collision. A node before sending the data packet senses the medium, if the destination node is busy, it will back off for certain time period. And, in case it is idle sender will send the RTS. On receiving the RTS, the destination node will send the CTS, this will indicate that destination is ready to receive the data. Sender will then send the data packet. Finally the destination will send the acknowledgement to the sender that it has successfully received the data. RTS usually include the duration of the time for which node will be busy. So the other node in the vicinity set the NAV accordingly. NAV represents that how much time must pass before checking the channel for idleness and this will eventually avoid the collision from the hidden nodes [11] [13][14] [16] .
There are several issues concerning IEEE 802.11that are not addressed. IEEE 802.11 do not consider the QoS nor the fairness issues. Moreover, an effective transmission scheme based on the channel condition is still open and challenging. MAC contention often introduces network congestion with backlogged packets Carrier sensing strategy based on RTS/CTS often result in low spatial reuse [2] .
Furthermore, NAV setup introduces some serious limitations. NAV cannot work efficiently when there is collision among RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK. These packets can become corrupt due to collision [2] . For example, in Fig 4, B wants to send packets to Y. They exchange RTS and CTS. If K is transmitting when Y transmits CTS to B, Y"s CTS and K"s transmission may collide, and A will set its NAV according to the corrupted CTS from Y [2] . Also, if a node is continuously doing carrier sensing, and there are multiple communications going simultaneous NAV setup become redundant [2] .
IV. CONCLUSION
Mobile Adhoc Networks provide ubiquitous networking. They can be deployed easily anywhere anytime. But these MANETs are facing various problems. MAC layer collision in MANETs is much more severe than expected. The MAC protocol that can efficiently avoid collision and error of packet, and provide better service is the need of hour. There are various MAC protocols that have been developed like BTMA, MACA, MACAW, IEEE 802.11 DCF, etc. But, still their efficiency is not up to the mark.
Moreover, due to MAC layer contention, the interaction among different traffic flows requires attention. It has been observed that MAC contention introduces network congestion. So, the MAC layer interaction with other higher layer protocols becomes a very crucial aspect of MANETs. MANETs are still in their adolescence and there are many more things to be explored and unveiled about MANETs.
